
Ref# Related Object Class Discipline Phase/Milestone Topic/Keyword Requirement Explanation/Guidance/Example
G1 Generally Common Generally Object model For all relevant disciplines, an object-based model (also referred to as a "model" or "BIM model") consisting of objects

with properties and relationships must be submitted. The model must be delivered both in its native format ("native
BIM") and in a suitable, agreed, open format ("open BIM"). Object classes (entities with deposits and types) and their
division shall be chosen so that they are suitable for a digital presentation of the relevant building and its construction
as a «digital twin» of the physically built building and its spatial volumes, with the purpose (s) , the scope and the
details agreed in the individual assignment. Relationships and properties established in the model must be correct.
Geometric properties for physical and spatial objects must be expressed in three physical dimensions (3D).

G2 Generally Common Generally Modeling practice Models must be manufactured methodically and in accordance with good modeling practice, as described in relevant
Norwegian and harmonized European standards or international standards - and associated guidelines.

ISO 19650 will be a key standard. NS 8360 with accompanying guide
describes naming, type coding and properties for BIM objects and
BIM libraries for buildings.

G3 Generally Common Generally Modeling software Models shall be generated using suitable object-based modeling software that can be used effectively to meet the
requirements of the model, which can continuously change the models as needed and development in the design, and
which can exchange models with other actors based on relevant open standards, protocols and interfaces.

In this case, "effectively" indicates that the modeling program must
be able to do more than export e.g. IFC 2x3 format. It must support
export layouts that allow object types, relationships and properties
to come out correctly, not just as "proxy objects" with CAD-specific
property sets and properties.

G4 Generally Common Generally Georeferencing By agreement, models can either operate with local coordinates (standard unless otherwise agreed), or in «world
coordinates». If local coordinates are used, a uniquely defined local zero point ("project zero") shall be established and
local coordinates shall be operated on the basis of this: The selected project zero point shall be in reasonable
proximity to the relevant building (normally a maximum of a few hundred meters away) and is unambiguously defined
by geodetic date, projection, vertical date, and rotation - so that the model can be used effectively with other models
in infrastructure, geographic information systems (GIS), etc. which can operate directly with «world coordinates».

The use of EPSG codes to unambiguously define dates and
projections is the preferred method of georeferencing.G5 Generally Common Generally BIM execution plan The lead appointed party is responsible for the establishment and maintenance of an agreed BIM execution plan

which explains how the project is to meet the goals and requirements in the BIM requirements document. The BIM
implementation plan must be approved by Statsbygg.

G6 Generally Common Generally Start-up meeting The lead appointed party shall, no later than four weeks after the conclusion of the contract, facilitate and contribute
to a start-up meeting with Statsbygg where BIM as a process and working method shall be discussed on the basis of
the BIM execution plan.

G7 Generally Common Generally Resources The lead appointed party must have the necessary personnel, tools and competence for the manufacture, assembly
and quality control of models in the project. The lead appointed party shall have the facilities and competence to
display a model in meeting rooms.

G8 Generally Common Generally Drawing from model The models shall form the basis for drawings to ensure consistency between drawings and model. There shall be no
information on the drawing that does not exist in or is not derived from the model. This principle can only be deviated
from by agreement in the project. Further instructions on drawing design can be found in the guide PA 0603 2-D CAD
drawings.

G9 Generally Common Generally Model for archive Upon completion of a milestone / project phase, models must be archived in accordance with Statsbygg's current
archiving routine. This means that the models must be delivered in the native format in addition to the open IFC
format. Prior to a delivery, IFC files must be checked and deviations corrected by the lead appointed party in
accordance with requirements in SIMBA 2.0.

S1 Generally Common Generally Native format The model must be delivered to the client in its native format, ie the format the modeling software itself uses,
possibly a set of original formats if this is required. The delivery must include all library objects beyond what is
included in the modeling software's standard object library and which is used in the relevant model, with full
functionality so that these library objects can be used in full as part of the model.

Delivery of the native format, with used library objects, will enable
future IFC exports to newer IFC versions and could be the starting
point for later use of the models while retaining the original
structure.

S2 Generally Common Generally Open format SIMBA 2.0 requires that the project's delivery format be in the open BIM format Industry Foundation Classes (IFC),
version IFC 4.0.2.1 IFC4 ADD2 TC1, hereinafter referred to as IFC4. The project will also exchange IFC models internally
in the project unless otherwise agreed and as long as it does not exclude individual suppliers.
Unless otherwise agreed, Modeling software certified by buildingSMART is used for exporting IFC4. It can be
specifically agreed in each individual project to use Modeling software that is not certified, but which can export to
IFC4. This requires acceptance from all affected disciplines in the design group, and must also be accepted by
Statsbygg.
It can also be agreed to use newer versions than IFC version 4.0.2.1, e.g. IFC version 4.3.x which will also include
support for certain infrastructure models. Use of other versions of IFC 4 must also be accepted by all affected
discipline design groups and by Statsbygg.
The project may exceptionally, if it is not possible to use IFC version 4.0.2.1 or later, agree to use IFC version 2.3.0.1
(IFC2x3 TC1), corresponding to ISO / PAS 16739: 2005, for exchange internally in the project. In that case, the
consequences of this must be accepted by, and agreed with, all affected disciplines in the design group, and the
decision must be accepted by Statsbygg. SIMBA 2.0, including specified requirements for machine validation, is written
on the assumption of using IFC version 4.x, so the consequence of using IFC version 2.3.x e in the project must be
communicated and accepted by all affected disciplines in the design group and by Statsbygg.
When delivered to the archive after each completed milestone, models in IFC4 format must be delivered without
exception.

Statsbygg wants a transition to IFC4-based models as soon as it is
operationally possible with a sufficient number of certified modeling
software that covers relevant subject areas. Projects may, after the
risk has been assessed and found acceptable, possibly choose to use
non-certified software that even asserts to support IFC4.

S3 Generally Common Generally Open formatObject
classes and predefined
types

All objects in the model (entities representing instances or types) must be specified with the correct object class
according to the IFC version used in the project. "Correct" in this case means correctly based on the function of the
object. For some object types, it is required to specify the correctly predefined type with IfcXXXTypeEnum in the
validatable requirement sets. "Correct" is assessed on the basis of function. If none of the specifically predefined types
«fits» for the object in question, a predefined type USERDEFINED must be set where this is defined in the IFC version
used. When using predefined type USERDEFINED, a descriptive name must also be entered in the field for the
ObjectType attribute of the current instance object. The object class IfcBuildingElementProxy should only be used
where, in the current IFC version, there is no suitable object class. When using IfcBuildingElementProxy, the object
should be easily identifiable by the description added to the IfcBuildingElementProxy.Description attribute.

For example, an instance of a column should be modeled as
IfcColumn and a type of column modeled as IfcColumnType.S4 Generally Common Generally Attributes Within each object class, attributes must be specified as agreed in the assignment. Where the IFC in the agreed

version directly supports an agreed attribute, the relevant attribute shall be used.
Attributes are very "similar" to Properties, but are the basic object
parameters that are directly linked to the object, and not an
underlying property in a defined property set. Examples of typical
Attributes are "Name", "Longname", "Description", and GlobalId
(GUID).

S5 Generally Common Generally Properties Within each object class, properties must be specified as agreed in the assignment. Where the IFC in the agreed
version directly supports an agreed property, the property in question shall be used. Agreed properties may also
include using custom property sets / properties that Statsbygg or partners of Statsbygg have defined, and which go
beyond the properties that are directly defined in the agreed IFC version.

For example, the property LoadBearing = TRUE should be set for
"load-bearing building part" property in property sets that contain
LoadBearing, e.g. walls and columns that have load-bearing function.
The "NOSSB _" property sets are examples of custom property sets.

S6 Generally Common Generally Relations The model must have a correct relationship structure. All objects, both abstract objects (like IfcProject), hierarchical
objects (like IfcBuildingStorey), spatial objects (like IfcSpace), and physical objects (like IfcWall) should have defined
relationships to the relevant structure they are in.

A door must e.g. have relation to the wall it is placed in (via an
opening object in the wall), the wall shall have relation to the rooms
on each side of the wall, the rooms shall have relation to the floor
they are located in, the floors shall have relation to the building they
are located in, etc.

S7 Generally Common Generally Modeling software At the start of an assignment, the appointed parties must inform the client which modeling software they intend to
use in the project. It must be stated which area of use (discipline, phase, theme, etc.) each individual program is to
cover. Specification of software includes version (s), and any add-on / add-in /plug-in packages etc. which is included.
Software that does not effectively support IFC import / interaction / export to meet the client's BIM requirements in
the project may be rejected by the client and will thus not be usable in the project.

For example, software that can export IFC as a format but only in the
form of "Proxy objects" or without the correct model hierarchy or
relationships will normally be rejected.

S8 Generally Common Generally Validation For all models where machine validable requirements are set by Statsbygg, the IFC delivery must, before agreed
milestones, be mechanically validated by the supplier against requirements given in mvdXML format (or other agreed
open format for requirements) and deviations corrected.

Statsbygg assumes that the designers, in order to be able to correct
deviations to the greatest possible extent, carry out mechanical
validation of their models themselves prior to delivery to Statsbygg.

S9 Generally Common Generally Archiving At the end of each agreed phase of the assignment, all BIM deliveries must be in accordance with Statsbygg's current
procedure for archiving BIM in Statsbygg, including relevant metadata related to the models. The project will agree on
requirements for delivery upon startup of the project phase.

The metadata required as part of the delivery will appear from a
form, listing or other suitable format from Statsbygg.S10 Generally Common Generally Model file name Model file name must correspond to the following naming system:

ENr_BNr_PNr_Di_SD_SNr.ext
(Red-labeled parts are mandatory and must be filled in with real values, green-labeled parts can be set to «0» (zero) if
not used.)
ENr = Statsbygg's property number (mandatory).
BNr = Statsbygg's building number (mandatory).
PNr = The client's project number or other project reference ID as stated (mandatory).
Di = Discipline ID. Statsbygg usually uses local Norwegian abbreviations that are well established in the Norwegian
Construction and Real Estate Industry.
ARK = Architect, LARK = Landscape architect, IARK = Interior architect, RIB = Consulting engineer Structure, RIV =
Consulting engineer HVAC, RIE = Consulting engineer Electrical , RIVA = Consulting engineer Water and sewage, RIM =
Consulting engineer Environment, RIBr = Consulting enginee rFire safety , RIA = Consulting Engineer Acoustics
(optional).
SD = Any relevant subdivision (one or more) agreed in the project. If e.g. IFC files are delivered by building floor, the
floor number can be a subdivision. If the project consists of several buildings, the building name or number may be a
possible subdivision. SD can be "empty" if subdivision of the model is not relevant (optional).
SNr = 1, 2, 3,… if several files are included in the subdivision. If only one file is provided, the number can be set to "1",
or preferably omitted (optional).
ext = Extension, ie file extension, e.g. .ifc for an IFC file, .rvt for a Revit file, etc. (required).
Example: 13879_112324_1192591_ARK_0_0.ifc (an IFC file, from project 1192501 Østfold youth and family center,
which has Statsbygg property number 13879, Statsbygg building number 112324, the discipline is ARK (architect), it is
not subdivided into sub-disciplines under architect, and the structure is also not subdivided with separate models per
floor, wing or in any other way, ie the model covers the entire building for the entire architect discipline).

Statsbygg normally uses a seven-digit project number for its
construction projects (eg "1146601"). For older projects, there may
be a five-digit project number. Example of file name (IFC and native
BIM format): SB_11096_5 _RIE_2_Laboratorium.ifc, SB_11096_5
_RIE_2_Laboratorium.pla.
The Nordic letters "æäøöå / ÆÄØÖÅ" and other special characters
should not be used in file names, to avoid unnecessary problems
during file exchange. The Nordic letters can be replaced as follows:
æ, ä / Æ, Ä = ae / AE
ø, ö / Ø, Ö = oe / OE
å / Å = aa / AA

S11 IfcBuildingElementProxy Common Generally Proxy objects All objects must, as far as possible, be specified with the correct object class in accordance with the required IFC form.
If there is no suitable object class in the IFC form, the IfcBuildingElementProxy object class must be used. When using
IfcBuildingElementProxy, the object should be easily identifiable by the description added to the
IfcBuildingElementProxy.Description.

Proxy objects are intended to be the "miscellaneous" object class in
IFC, and should only be used where other object classes do not
describe the object's intended function.

S12 Generally Common Generally Measuring units Unless otherwise agreed in the assignment, SI units shall be used both during the execution of the assignment and for
deliveries to Statsbygg. Specific Measuring units must be agreed for QTO in BaseQuantites.

Normally millimeters (mm) are used for length, square meters (m2)
for areas, and cubic meters (m3) for volumes. For derivative units,
e.g. volum pr. unit of time, common agreements should be made at
the start of the assignment. In any case, the units must appear in the
models themselves. For assignments in the USA - e.g. an embassy
building - where "imperial units" are still in use, it must be clarified
before start-up whether SI units or imperial units are to be used
during the assignment. As a final delivery, SI units will normally also
be delivered from projects where imperial units have been used.

S13 Generally Common Generally Process status coding All entities that represent physical building parts / components to be built must be marked with process status coding
according to an agreed standard. Construction and Real Estate Industry's MMI guide must be used unless otherwise
agreed.

The most common process status code used in Statsbygg is based on
the Construction and Real Estate Industry's MMI guide, but it can be
further detailed or extended.

S14 Generally Common Generally Local project zero point
(project zero)

When local coordinates are used in the models, one project datum / project zero point for the model files must be
unambiguously defined, agreed upon and communicated to all relevant parties in the project. The project datum /
project zero poin must be stated with unambiguous reference to agreed georeferencing. All models must be delivered
according to the agreed plan.

S15 Generally Common Generally Rotation Rotation between map and model must in all cases be "zero degrees" unless otherwise specifically agreed - ie that the
modeling software's positive y-axis corresponds to "True North" on the map.

Any deviations in rotation, in rare cases, must have a very good and
precise reason for being considered accepted by Statsbygg.S16 Generally Common Generally Georeferencing Models for projects in Norway shall, unless otherwise agreed, use the following for georeferencing of the project's

local origin ("project zero point"): Geodetic date: ETRS89, also called EUREF89. Projection: NTM, with local zone (5-30)
where the structure is physically located. Vertical date (height date): NN2000, Models for projects outside Norway
shall use the corresponding elements that are available and considered best suited for the country / place in question.
Selected georeferencing must be agreed and communicated to all parties. The sum of geodetic date, projection, and
elevation date shall be expressed using EPSG compound codes as specified property in the BIM model

The EPSG codes can be found at https://register.geonorge.no/epsg-
koder or https://epsg.io/. For example, EPSG: 5950 compound code
will express EUREF 89, NTM Zone 10, and NN2000, which is suitable
for e.g. Oslo and Trondheim. See further guidance in the appendix
for georeferencing of models given by Statsbygg's GIS unit.

S17 Generally Common Generally Interdisciplinary
coordination

The lead appointed party is responsible in all projects for implementing interdisciplinary coordination between
disciplines that includes collision control between objects in models. Interdisciplinary control of models must be
carried out, both automatically and manually. The design group shall compile a model for all disciplines at least every
14 days and make it available to Statsbygg. The model must be used actively in design and construction meetings. The
scope and procedure for model use must be agreed specifically in the project.

S18 Generally Common Generally Duplicate objects Duplicate objects between disciplines should be used as little as possible. If the use of duplicate objects is nevertheless
considered appropriate, it must be clearly stated which discipline objects are applicable in the event of any deviations.
Duplicate objects that do not belong to the current discipline must be marked with the abbreviation for the
responsible discipline, e.g. RIB, ARK, RIV, RIE, LARK, RIVA, RIBr, RIA, RIEn etc. in the property
NOSSB_Process.IsDuplicate unless otherwise agreed.

The duplicate object is only the object that exists in the model of the
discipline that does not have professional responsibility for the
object.

For example, columns will most often be modeled in the ARK model
in sketch and preliminary projects to indicate location and
preliminary dimensioning. Later, the columns will be calculated and
correctly dimensioned in the RIB model. Only the column in the ARK
model is a duplicate object, and should be marked with TRUE on
NOSSB_Process.IsDuplicate.

S19 Generally Common Generally Occurrence and type All instance objects (instance, occurrence) must belong to a type object where the IFC version indicates that such a
relation can be applied to the instance. Identical occurrence objects must belong to the same type object.S20 IfcZone Common Generally Zone objects IfcZone shall be used as a zone object where it is relevant to model the grouping of space objects (IfcSpace) for a
specified purpose.

IfcZone can e.g. be used to group room functions in a room program
into sub-functions and main functions in the room program. An
IfcZone can also have other IfcZone objects in its grouping. IfcZone
cannot have its own geometry, but "inherits" the geometry from its
underlying IfcSpace / IfcZone..

S21 IfcSpatialZone Common Generally Zone objects NB! Applies to IFC4 only: IfcSpatialZone shall be used when it is relevant to model a spatial structure for a specified
purpose, independent of space objects or physical building parts / components. It must also be specified which
PredefinedType of (SpatialZoneTypeEnum) applies. USERDEFINED must be used as a custom type where IFC's
predefined types do not fit. Accordingly, when USERDEFINED is used, the name of the custom type must be specified
on the ObjectType attribute of the relevant instance object. Statsbygg may have requirements for which custom type
names are to be used.

Predefined types can include OCCUPANCY to specify a rental zone,
FIRESAFETY to specify a fire zone. A possible user-defined zone
(USEREDEFINED) can be e.g. IfcZone.ObjectType =
INFECTIONCONTROL or CULTURALHERITAGE.

S22 IfcSystem Tekniske fag Generally Technical systems Unless otherwise agreed, IfcSystem or the relevant subcategory of IfcSystem shall generally be used for all technical
systemsS23 IfcSystem Tekniske fag Generally Technical subsystems BIM objects that are part of a technical subsystems must be related to the subsystem on IfcSystem, which in turn is
related to the main system through IfcSystem.

A typical example of such a division is that a ventilation system is
divided into subsystems that contain intake, supply air, recirculation,
exhaust air, and exhaust - which can be found in the BIM model as
subsystems.

S24 Generally Common Generally Basic quantities/Base
quantities

In general, quantities associated with entities shall be stated in IFC using "base quantities" defined in IFC for the
individual object class. Base quantities must be included in IFC exports.

What is included in "base quantities" will vary between the object
types. On a circular object, e.g. diameter could be one of the
quantity parameters, which it is not for a rectangular object. Where
quantities are not found in "Qto_", quantities found in "Pset-" shall
be used. There are some differences in how IFC 2x3 and IFC 4
indicate quantity properties.

S25 Generally Common Generally Layering/Layer division Unless otherwise agreed, objects shall be assigned CAD layers in accordance with NS 8351 Construction drawings -
Computer Aided Design - Layering / Layer division. This must be included in the IFC export. It is possible to agree on
the use of other defined CAD Layering / Layer division standards, e.g. for foreign projects or with the use of foreign
designers. The selected standard must be followed for all disciplines the standard covers.

Examples of other standards can be OmniClass or UniClass.
S26 Generally Common Generally Simplified geometric

object
In cases where the geometry of physical objects, which affects the design in the current phase, is unknown or may
have large variations, the physical objects shall be represented by a simplified geometric object that shows the
assumed largest spatial dimensions.

How simplified the geometry is can vary from a simple box (often
referred to as a "bounding box") to virtually known external
geometry, depending on available information about the physical
object, and the variation in physical dimensions between different
known commodities that, when procured, will represent the
dimensions of the object in question.

S27 Generally Common Generally Simplified models Where discipline models are particularly unidisciplinary in detail, beyond what is necessary for interdisciplinary design
or special simulations / analyzes, the client may require delivery of a simplified model that is used for compilation
purposes or the specified simulations / analyzes.

Examples of such particularly detailed models may be detailed
modeled processing plants with mechanical equipment, etc. Another
example may be acoustic simulations where some detailed
geometry must be simplified to reduce simulation time significantly.

S28 Generally Common Generally Core Disciplines /
Principal Disciplines

Core Disciplines / Principal Disciplines shall ensure that the characteristics of other disciplines' objects that affect their
own Core Disciplines / Principal Disciplines are established and maintained. Method for this is agreed in the individual
project.

Core Disciplines / Principal Disciplines are defined as disciplines that
do not have their own "built objects" (physical building parts /
components that are modeled for construction), but set
requirements for objects of other disciplines. Examples of Core
Disciplines / Principal Disciplines are Fire safety, Acoustics, Secuity
and Environment.

S29 Generally Common Generally Product-specific
objectss

Prior to procurement, objects must be modeled without being product-specific. Exceptions can be made in cases
where there is a legal basis for this, and it is appropriate for the project, e.g. where the relevant merchandise is
already known from the start because it has been procured in a previously announced framework agreement and then
standardized e.g. on a larger area with all / several buildings.

Examples could be extensions of the central operating monitoring
system or fire alarm systems that are to be integrated over a larger
number of buildings (eg a campus) to provide the same, integrated
function.

S30 IfcBuilding Common Generally Building bodies At least one building object, IfcBuilding, must be created in all projects. When using more than one building object,
any division and naming must be accounted for.

General guidelines for creating a building object:
• Separate building / building body: Separate IfcBuilding
• Extensions built directly above, below or next to (adjacent to)
existing building: Same IfcBuilding as existing building
• Extension built close to existing building, but with its own, clearly
separated building body: Seperate IfcBuilding
• Intermediate buildings / connections between separate building
bodies: Separate IfcBuilding
In case of doubt about how buildings are to be divided into
IfcBuilding objects, a clarification must be made with the client prior
to modeling.

S31 IfcBuildingStorey Common Generally Floor indication The project must agree on unambiguous floor indications that all disciplines must follow. All defined floors must have
a separate floor object in the form of IfcBuildingStorey.

Mezzanines, technical mezzanines, movable "platforms", etc. shall
be defined as a separate floor with a separate floor object. Practice
for this must be clarified specifically in the project. As a general rule,
areas that have a function, and thus must have an IfcSpace object,
must be on a defined floor. If drawings are to be generated / created
of mezzanines, technical mezzanines and / or movable "platforms",
this must be done in accordance with PA 0603.

S32 Generally Common B5.1 Delivery of as-built
model

An as-built model must be delivered in all projects. The model must be corrected for all actual changes after the
approved detailed project and up to the completion of the construction / building. If the model contains known
discrepancies that are expressly accepted by the client as part of the takeover, these must be specifically listed
together with the model or by defined and agreed properties in the model in a way that allows the asset manager to
later easily identify and model the discrepancies. The process for registration and modeling of nonconformities will be
established in the project. Responsibility for registration and modeling of deviations must be agreed in the project.

S33 Generally Common B4.1 Interdisciplinary
marking systems

All entities in the BIM model shall, unless otherwise agreed, be marked in accordance with interdisciplinary marking
system (TFM), in the version agreed in the project.

Possible versions of interdisciplinary marking systems (TFM) include
Statsbygg's PA0802 ("Statsbygg TFM"), "NS TFM" published as
Norwegian Standard, and Statsbygg's implementation of "NS TFM".

S34 Generally Common B4.1 Global Trade Item
Number (GTIN)

The scope and method for using GTIN as part of product documentation in the BIM model shall be determined in the
individual project. GTIN can be added as a specific property in IFC models according to specified valid model
requirements from Statsbygg.

Global Trade Item Number (GTIN) is an open identification code
from the organization GS1 that is used to give products, packaging
and services a unique number.

S35 IfcSpace ARK, LARK Generally Room areas All space areas delimited by physical building parts shall be modeled with three-dimensional space objects with the
object class IfcSpace. Unless otherwise agreed, the area delimited by the surrounding building parts shall be used (Net
floor area in the room). All areas that are either only partially or not at all delimited by physical building parts but that
have a defined function must also be modeled. Space areas can also represent outdoor features.

Examples of non-physical space areas can be a workplace function in
an open landscape, or an area set aside for a mini kitchen in a part
of a corridor. Examples of outdoor areas can be a car park, a bicycle
rack area, a playground area, an entrance area.

S36 IfcSpace ARK Generally Room function number All objects that represent room areas must have a room function number (RFNR) that corresponds to the client's room
function program. RFNR must be unique in the project in question. Rooms that arise in the design shall be created
with a new RFNR by the designer, and communicated to the client, who decides whether it is to be accepted or not
and further included in the model.

For example, ten identical offices will have ten unique RFNRs.
S37 IfcSpace ARK Generally Gross area object A Gross area object with the IfcSpace object class must be created for each floor (IfcBuildingStorey). From the

information related to this object, the gross area of the floor shall be defined in accordance with NS3940.
Navngivning av Gross area objectet angis i de maskinvaliderbare
kravene fra Statsbygg. Areal-objekter kan leveres i egen modell for å
unngå at romobjekter overlapper.

S38 IfcSpace ARK Generally Utility area object A Utility area object with the IfcSpace object class must be created for each floor (IfcBuildingStorey). From the
information related to this object, the Primary Area (usable area) of the floor shall appear in accordance with NS3940.

Navngivning av Utility area objectet angis i de maskinvaliderbare
kravene fra Statsbygg.S39 IfcSpace ARK Generally Height delimitation of

room areas
Unless otherwise agreed in the project, room areas shall be modeled with IfcSpace from the upper edge of the load-
bearing slab up to the lower edge of the slab.S40 IfcSpace ARK Generally Vertical division of space

areas
Unless otherwise agreed, rooms extending over several floors shall have a separate space object for each floor.
Vertical delimitation of these "virtual" space objects shall follow the same division as the height delimitation for the
actual space areas.

Det kan i spesielle tilfeller, som for eksempel ved bruk i
energiberegninger, være hensiktsmessig at noen typer rom
modelleres med romobjekter som strekker seg over flere etasjer -
dette må i sfå fall avtales konkret.

S41 Generally ARK B3.1, B3.2, B4.1 Enclosing building parts All room areas with climate / comfort requirements must have enclosing building parts. The enclosing building parts
must be "dense", ie represent a climate shell that can be used for simulationsS42 IfcSlab ARK, RIB B3.1, B3.2, B4.1 Slabs For the following slabo objects, exported as IfcSlab, the specified Predefined Type shall be used: Slab-on-ground floor
= BASESLAB, Slabs between floors = FLOOR, Top or roof decks = ROOFS43 IfcWall, IfcCurtainWall ARK, RIB B3.1, B3.2, B4.1 Exterior walls The height of the outer wall (IfcWall or IfcCurtainWall) shall be in accordance with the planned floor height, and be
modeled from the upper edge of the load-bearing slab on floor n to the lower edge of the load-bearing slab on floor n
+ 1

S44 Generally RIV, RIE B3.1, B3.2, B4.1 Inlet / outlet point for
infrastructure

The property's or building's assumed entry or exit points for relevant public technical infrastructure shall be modeled
with relevant object entity types. The objects must, using either PredefinedType (if possible) or descriptive
parameters, be identifiable as inlet or outlet points.

Eksempler på parametere som angir dette:
Inntakskabler - IcfCableFittingTypeEnum=Entry
Utløpsrør til avløp - IcfPipeFittingTypeEnum=Exit

S45 Generally Common Generally Communication
regarding model
requirements

Requirements for Statsbygg's models will normally consist of a combination of non-machine validable requirements,
machine validable requirements - and associated guidance. The non-machine validable requirements will typically be
expressed in a text document (eg PDF, ODT, or DOCX) or in a spreadsheet (eg PDF, ODS or XLSX). Machine validable
requirements from Statsbygg will normally be expressed with Open format mvdXML from buildingSMART, version 1.1
or later. Unless otherwise agreed, the requirements shall be used as a basis for BIM model deliveries in the
assignment, and the appointed party must be able to use the specified formats.

S46 Generally Common Generally Communication
regarding various
conditions in the model

Communication about various forms of «conditions» (errors, deficiencies, questions, comments, information, etc.) in
Statsbygg's models will normally take place using the open format BCF (BIM Collaboration Format) from
buildingSMART, version 2.1, or newer if possible in the current software. Unless otherwise agreed, BCF shall be used
as a basis for BIM model deliveries in the assignment, and the appointed party must be able to use the specified
format.


